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The premium service 
your fleet deserves

Tyre solutions delivered  
in partnership with the  
Conti Industrial Network



Flexible solutions for  
demanding operations 
For modern business uptime is critical, so that’s why 
choosing the right tyres, service agreement and partner 
matters.  Continental’s Fleet Service solutions, delivered by 
the Conti Industrial Network, offers premium products and 
services to forklift and industrial vehicle users with greater 

flexibility and choice. Underpinned by expert technical 
back-up and a focus on key performance indicators that 
reinforces the service levels offered, delivering optimum 
performance and life from the tyres.

A premium service for your fleet 
Continental Industrial Fleet Services are designed to help 
you to focus on safety in operation and achieve the lowest 
overall operating costs for your business. The service 
programmes range from the correct tyre selection and 
fitment service, to continual management, monitoring and 
reporting, tyre maintenance and regular inspections, to a 
24/7 call centre and optional central billing.  All wrapped up 
with an efficient service with fast response times.

Our flexible service agreements are designed around 
your needs.  Transparent reporting ensures we can tailor 
solutions and contracts to suit your requirements, budget, 
and billing preferences.

Our tailored solutions include:

• Tyre selection - selecting the right tyre is 
extremely important with regard to safety, comfort, 
and cost-efficiency. As tyre experts, we ensure the 
right tyre is selected for your specific operation. 

• Tyre maintenance and monitoring - regular 
inspections and pro-active tyre maintenance help 
to deliver the best performance from your tyres.

• Fleet reporting - complete analysis of your tyre-
related data, giving you transparency and peace  
of mind.

“Since partnering with Continental for our MHE rubber needs we have been delighted with the level of 
service we’ve received and their pro-active approach regards visiting sites to ensure compliance. They 
are on hand when we need expert knowledge and the icing on the cake is that we get all of these 
benefits at a competitive rate too.”

Ryan Coles, Commercial Fleet Manager, Wolseley



A powerful 
combination
Continental Industrial Fleet Services delivers an 
open, transparent solution that is focused on service 
excellence.  The service is delivered throughout the 
UK and Ireland by our network of strategically located 
specialist service providers: 

 30+ certified Conti Industrial Network members 
for solid tyre fitting

 100+ associated members for pneumatic  
tyre fitting

  Full UK & ROI coverage with national, regional and 
local solutions

 Tailored contracts with optional centralised billing  

 Call handling 24:7:365

 Fast response times

 IMI accredited tyre fitters

 State of the art equipment with 40+ mobile and 
static solid tyre presses and the ability to fit solid 
tyres over 20 inches

 Exacting procedures and adherence to  
Health & Safety Standards

  Multi-brand options to suit your operation  
and budget

“From mid-2015, Continental have worked 
with CF Fertilisers to introduce and trial a new 
tyre product for our heavy duty fork lift trucks 
at our Ince site. These fork lift trucks are in a 
demanding service, critical to our ongoing 
product operations.

Following a successful 4 month trial period, 
CF Fertilisers have decided to change out all 
of our heavy duty fork lift trucks to the new 
Continental tyres.

Nation Tyres, part of the Continental service 
network, provide an efficient and reactive 
service to keep the operation running with 
minimum down time.”

Anthony Jones, Day Handling Team Leader,  
CF Fertilisers UK Limited. 



Full range of solid tyres and press on bands

Extensive radial and crossply pneumatic tyre range

Multi-brand approach
No business is the same and even within a business there may be a diverse and varied operation.  This means that a single 
tyre brand does not always offer the best solution across every fleet.  As a leading tyre manufacturer we develop tyres to 
meet each operational situation so we can deliver a complete solution:

“ContiLifeCycle is working well for us.  We have customers with tough CSR targets and this is an ideal 
solution for them, whist still fitting premium tyres across their fleet.”

Tracey Mortimer, Marketing Manager - Commercial Tyres,  
Continental Tyre Group

A premium tyre at home in the most demanding, 
multi-shift operations, Continental tyres love hard 
work. As the only manufacturer to offer the complete 
range of industrial tyres, our comprehensive 
Continental range of solid tyres, press on bands, 
radial and crossply pneumatic tyres as well as 
OTR tyres we are able to meet the needs of most 
operations. As a premium brand, our tyres are 
developed and manufactured to the highest quality 
standards delivering both safety in operation and 
minimal total cost of ownership.

LifeCycle tyres are a range of retreaded solid 
tyres offering value for money as well as an 
environmentally friendly solution for lighter 
use operations. Using only the highest grade 
Continental group casings, these tyres re-use up 
to 70% of the original tyre material and are ideal 
for operations where premium tyre performance 
is required but operational intensity is less 
demanding.

Barum Tyres provide an ideal solution for less 
intensive, single shift operations.  With a solid tyre 
range designed to deliver best-in-class performance 
for many operations, Barum is the ideal choice for 
medium use operations.



ContiPressureCheckTM

For fleets with a real focus on safety and efficiency, 
Continental now also offer ContiPressureCheck. This is a 
live tyre pressure monitoring system, which provides your 
drivers with an immediate alert should there be a drop in 
pressure or increase in temperature in the tyres. 

This early warning enables corrective action to be taken 
thus reducing the risk of complete tyre failure occurring 
during truck operation which can have significant safety 
and operational implications. 

“We’ve had very little downtime since we fitted ContiPressureCheck to our equipment. We’re aware of 
tyre issues before they become problems, so now our health & safety has improved, whilst significantly 
reducing our site costs with fewer equipment failures and less damage to product.”

Ian Moir - Scottish Logistics Manager, Marshalls plc

Data accuracy Cost efficiency

Reliability

Improved 
productivity

Versatility

Eco-friendlySafety

Transparency

For more information on Conti Industrial Fleet Services call us or visit our web site 

 +44 (0) 1895 425935        www.continental-tyres.co.uk/specialty 

to find your nearest Conti Industrial Network partner.
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